
Before we start with the research process here 
there is a map about what is the process we follow 
during the research. As the research is to prove if 
there is an existing problem with startups and the 
design agencies experience we developed a 
generative approach.

Primary and secondary Research
Competitor Analysis
Assumptions Chart 

Get an overview about the topic

De!ne research approach
Hypothesis

Research goals
Research Plan

De!ne the direction of the research

Interview to Startups
Demographic study

Interviews Experience Map

How is the startups experience?

Problem Statement
De!ne what is the problem an why

What is the problem?

Interviews to Agencies

How the agencies works?

0.
Research Map



Pricing

Website

Comments from users

Purchasing from the web

Start-ups as target

Information about the process

Description of the product

Online buying option

Portfolio with projects

To start this project I needed to get information 
about what was the existing agencies in Stavanger 
and what was their service. Therefor, to get a 
landscape view of direct and indirect competitors 
of our possible future product, I conduct a 
competitor analysis.

First I did a literature review to know what could 
be our primary and secondary competitors. To do 
so I checked all the design studios in Stavanger 
and I created a list of 26 design studios sorting 
them by: primary competitors, secondary 
competitors and Indirect competitors.

Of these 26, only 3 are primary competitors. 
Conducting the competitors analysis I could see 
there was potential features that the competence 
doesn’t has. The research could validate if this 
features can be potential user needs.

1: At the end of this document you can !nd the complete analysis table.
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1.
Primary Competitor Analysis

https://www.dropbox.com/s/seiyscx1xjvdg3l/2020-Competitor%20Analysis.numbers?dl=0



To map the assumptions regarding the Design 
Studios in Stavanger and how start-ups they 
consume this services in early stages, I conducted 
a brainstorming session with my stakeholders. 
First, we wrote down all the assumptions in a 
Miro board (the business assumptions and the 
user assumptions). When we got all our assump-
tions on the board we selected those I considered 
there was very important to know and we was not 
really sure about. 

Later on, we grouped all these assumptions into a 
chart to know what was more important and 
urgent to verify. You can see illustrated on the side 
of the page the assumptions that we considered 
after this session that was important to know.

From my assumptions we could see that all of 
them there was divided en two issues: economic 
and bad experiences.

With the primary competitor analysis and the 
assumption chart I helped me to know what we 
needed to focus our research on. That bring us to 
the next step: the research goals and the research 
plan.

Economic issues

Early stage start-ups they might have a reduced budged, 
so, therefor they might have more issues !nding the best 
services in the websites to compare. 

Bad experience

Although we are in the digital age and there has been a 
special interest in these companies to improve user 
experiences, we can see that the experience of hiring a 
design service has not changed in several years and we 
believe that the experience can be improved.

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss7Y=/
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Assumptions Research



Describe how design studios in Stavanger deal with early stage 
start-ups when providing design services.

Describe how the early stage startups consume the design services 
of design studios in  Stavanger.

Identify what are the pain points that the early stage startups could 
had on their last purchase.

Identify the criteria that early stage startups use to chose design 
studios.

With the information we obtained from the 
Competitor Analysis and the Assumptions Chart I 
realized we needed to know how the agencies in 
Stavanger work with Startups and verify if it was 
an existing problem between agencies and 
startups. 

To be able to make a focused research plan I 
de!ned four goals for my research which helped to 
create a full research plan to de!ne the real 
problem.

In the next page you can see the Research Plan 
that was shared with the stakeholders and that we 
followed to gain user data.

3.
Research goals
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Round 1
Design Agencies 

Round 2
Early stage startups

Research
Methods

In-depth Interviews 
with agencies 

Generative

Script, Pen, Camera, 
Stickers

1h approx. per 
Interview

We will ask the participants 
how they followed the last 
design project with one 
startup. From there we will 
follow an unstructured 
interview with a guiding set 
of topics that we hope to 
address.

1. We will give the participants 
a scenario to see how their 
behavior regarding the criteria 
they follow choosing a design 
studio is.

2. We will ask the participants 
if they can describe the last 
time they contracted a design 
studio: describing from they 
contacted the services until 
they got the design results. 
During this session we will be 
completing an experience 
map table. First, we will ask 
about the tasks/doings and 
after about the feelings.

We will create an a"nity map 
with all the steps that the 
design studios follow with 
startups in order to map the 
general process.

We will create an a"nity map 
to have an overview of all the 
insights.

2h approx. per 
interview

4h 4h

Ages between 25 to 40
Have started an startup recently.
Preferably living in Stavanger.
Need to contract design studios.

Stavanger design agencies
Target costumer: startups
First competitors

N/A N/A

Stickers, pen
Script, Pen, Camera, 
Stickers (Remote: Miro 
table)

Stickers, pen

A"nity Map Interviews 
with startups

Experience Map/
A"nity Map

Research
Approach

Competitive List Table -Numbers

Assumptions and literature research-Pd

Assumptions chart + Real time road Map-Miro

If we validate  the objectives of this research 
we will end the research with a problem 
statement and de!ned personas. With these 
two results we will be able to start the 
process to create a potential product to 
solve this problem statement.

If at the end of the process we are not able 
to validate our research objectives, we will 
need to change the approach of the investi-
gation i.e. changing the objectives and/or 
the target. 

Stakeholders
Håvard Dalen
Jenil Malavia
Hans Kjellby

Research
Appendix

Expected
Outcomes

Research
Objectives

Target
Participants

What is
Needed?

What is the
Timing?

Session
Description

Participants
and recruiting

Road 
Map

We will contact 2-3 agencies 
that are in the top list of our 
!rst competitors analysis.https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss7Y=/

https://www.dropbox.com/s/t1pljlgqtqvhns6/2020-Data-Yimir.numbers?dl=0

We will !nd 5-8 potential 
participants that !t with out 
target audience. To do so we 
will ask for the latest costum-
ers the studios agencies had 
that !t our target. We are 
going to create a survey 
screener to select potential 
participants.

Summary:
We start this research study with the 
hypothesis that early stage startups doesn’t 
have a good experience when they order 
design services. This research will describe 
how design studios in Stavanger follow the 
process when designing for early startups, and 
we will empathize with the early stage startups 
to see how they choose design studios and 
how they experience the process of 
purchasing design services.

week 47 (Round 1 / Design studios) 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

week 48 (Round 2 / Early stage start-ups)

Prepare interviews

Perform interviews

Analysis data

Problem statement

Describe how design studios in Stavanger deal with 
early stage start-ups when providing design services.

Describe how the early stage startups consume the 
design services of design studios in  Stavanger.

Identify which pain points the early stage startups had 
on their last purchase.

Identify the criteria that early stage startups use to 
choose design studios.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8aenmknjvel8s53/w34.upx01.gloria.o.pdf?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fzfdb952k206jmb/AAB9u0bF-V5oyILEXGmv3akca?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/fzfdb952k206jmb/AAB9u0bF-V5oyILEXGmv3akca?dl=0

4.
Research Plan



“We don’t have a wheel process 
around the self process, every 
project is di"erent because we 
have a user approach”

Participant

To get qualitative data after the interviews 1, we 
conducted an A"nity Map.

First, we write in stickers all the relevant informa-
tion that we got from the participants. When we 
had all the insights in stickers I sorted them in two 
groups: the ones that was regarding steps and the 
ones that was not about the steps.

      Sticker group: Steps

I sorted the “Steps” group in a time line. Then, 
when I had this sorted in chronological way I made 
Phases groups. Thereby,  I could de!ne the steps 
that the studios follow in broad terms.

Change strategy
When I got a big map of the steps I realize that the 
interviews I got from the participants given me a 
very good qualitative data about the begging of 
the process but not the last stages (during and 
after the delivery). That’s because both o the 
companies told me they didn’t have a de!ned way 
to approach the project, they just follow di#erent 
steps for each assignment they get.

To try to get more data from these phases I created 
a Google Form asking step by step about how they 
approached the last startup they deal with. Right 
now we are keeping the form online and the 
following weeks we will add this insights to the 
structure that we already have.

On the next slide we will show the process that we 
have created based with the a"nity map that you 
can see on the right.

Insights based on design 
Agencies in Stavanger.

1: Audios and videos of the interview in the appendix  (last pages)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Nk74KBJI1SL3yxlnkP8ftQuBEyW$IwRtsUnt8yo250/pre!ll

5.1
Agencies data: A"nity Map
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     Sticker group:  Opinions and others

Some of the information we got it was not related 
with the steps. Therefor, it was really interesting to 
see it was a two matches with this data that made 
all the project change the direction:

Bad experience 
dealing with startups

Others

Not happy with
“!x prices”

We don’t 
have a 
process 
structure

Bad experience with startups

Studios had bad experience with startups regarding 
greeting paid or working hours for free. They think that 
the main problem is that used to have a reduced budget.  

No happy with “!x prices”

Studios believe that their job is not a product easy to 
measure by price and every project needs an 
understanding before set up a price. They prefer to work 
with estimate rates.

“No body is happy with !x prices, 
usually doesn’t bene!t any side, so 
usually we go for estimate rate”

Participant

“You need to know a lot about the 
project before you calculate an 
estimate price”

Participant
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First Contact
Normally by recommenda-

tion/Agencies. After the !rst 
call/email they set up a 

meeting.

Plan Project

When the agencies know the 
deliverables, they plan the 

project by the deadline that 
the startup need or the agency 

decide.

Do Project

The steps of the project 
dependence of the deliverable: 

sometimes they use sprints, 
others workshops, interviews, 

user testing,...

Deliver project

The project is done and they 
deliver the project, sometimes 

with a meeting.

After the project

The clients has a direct 
contact with the agency and 

they use to make support 
request on the speci!c topic.

Pre-Project

Introduction Meeting
A meeting between the 

startup and the project. That 
meeting is to get to know the 

client and the project.

De!ne skills/needs
The agency de!ne the skills 

needed for the project: by 
skills and availability. 

Some agencies de!ne the 
approx price in this step

This two steps are in di"erent 
order by agency.

Prove if the product/idea 
is valid

UX Research

Improve UX in an existing
product or prototype

Visualize an idea

Create /Analise a concept

De!ne deliverables
When the team is build they 

de!ne what are the needs and 
the deliverables that the 

startup might need.

Some agencies has follow a 
pre-project that can take one 
or two weeks to understand 

the “project”: !nd the 
problem, scope,... Then they 

can plan and de!ne what are   
startup/user needs.

Pre-Project

Some agencies de!ne the 
approx price in this step

Unde!ned area 
From this point the agencies use a di"erent 
process for each project

With the A"nity Map we also created this steps 
map that agencies follow when they provide 
design services to Startups.

5.2
Agencies data: Steps



Research and Identify Provider
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Discovery Phase / Agreement Pre-Project Project development Review and adjustments Development plan and Bill

I get recommendation 
to work with this agency 

and I contact them.

I did research looking 
for a good UX studio 

with experience

Maybe it could be interesting to 
create a tool that tracks the 

cost/time of the project where the 
user has access in real time. Feature: 

Alarm/notice when the budget is 
almost consumed and opportunity to 
set up a meeting to re conduct/find 

solutions

Maybe it could be interesting to 
create a tool that  identifies 

what is needed in your project
and set up a estimation price by 

agencies in Stavanger
in that way users will have an 
overview of what is necessary 

to do.

Had a first intro meeting 
to know them and to 
talk about my project

Negotiated terms 
for an agreement

Define  an estimate 
price by hour/rate 

Identify our case and look 
at the different 

stakeholders, users, 
research done before, 

scope, etc. 

Summary of the findings 
and planned work and 
agreement about the 

scope

Review of sketches 
and feedback

Second of sketches 
and feedback

Plan with agency 
the next 

development steps 

Final price
/ Payment

I was exited to see how this 
company could help me to launch 
my product

I was thankful that I found a 
company that can fit my budget

I was happy because I got a 
defined framework to work in

I felt frustrated because i couldn’t  
estimate costs on an hourly rate 
and I felt that this was taking 
longer we thought

I´m frustrated because i can’t  
estimate costs on an hourly rate 
and I am feeling that this is taking 
longer we thought

I felt cheated, the bill was not 
what we agreed

I felt very exited to see the first 
concrete draft on how our 
product could look and work

I was overwhelmed, creating a 
product from scratch is really 
hard!

I felt a bit overwhelmed because 
there were so many new things to 
understand and decide on (next 
steps)

They really are interested in 
understanding the problem 

the product should solve and 
I feel safe

The price is reasonable and 
I think it is better to go for 

quality than low price

I thought there is a lot more 
going into this process than 

I knew from before

Things are getting more 
expensive than planned, 

maybe thats what happens 
normally?

Things are getting even 
more expensive I don’t feel 

this  is right.

I am overwhelmed, creating a 
product from scratch is really 
hard!

Problem with the scope Consequence of  misinformation regarding the scope

6.1
Startups data: Experience Map
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With the startups we created an Experience Map 
during the interview based on their last experi-
ence purchasing a  UX design service. You can 
check here the complete Experience Map with all 
the 5 users data.

With this macro experience map I !nd patterns 
and I created this using the users quotes. It was 
really interesting because I could see in this map 
that the feeling pattern was problematic in two 
steps during the experience process: at the 
begging (when they realize all the work they need 
to do to start a product) and at the end (when they 
realize the !nal price).

I could see that this two pain points was  connect-
ed: the scope. Users cannot know the real scope of 
the project (because they never have done 
something similar before) and that have an impact 
in their budgets.

This problem is also a#ecting to agencies who had 
problems with payments or getting paid less when 
they work with startups.

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss3k=/



Senior experience 
in UX/UI 

Best price

Good 
recommendations

In our research plan it was also important to know 
what was the criteria that startups use to !nd a 
design agency. To do so we asked why they 
choose the last agency and how the grati!cation 
was of their service and why.

To do so we created an A"nity Map and we saw 
that startups match in these criteria that you can 
see on the right. 

6.2
Startups data: Criteria 
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What is the 
problem?

Why does the 
problem occur?

When the problem 
occur?

Who is experiencing 
the problem?

Where the problem 
occur?

 The research shows that early stage startups and design companies doesn’t have 
a good experience collaborating between each other.

Because Startups that are in a early stage of the business are unable to accurately 
predict the scope and the price 

When they contract design services  design agencies

Early stage startups (End users) // Design agencies (Secondary)

Stavanger

Startups that are in early stage of the business are unable to accurately predict 
the scope and price when they contract design services in Stavanger because 
they don’t know the scope of the project.
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7.
Problem Statement

At this point I could  de!ne our problem. In this 
research we proved that it was an existing 
problem with the relation agencies-startups and 
that the problem was the lake of knowledge of the 
scope by startups. 

That lake of knowledge a#ected in two sides: 
startups end having a bad experience with 
agencies because they don’t plan/prepare the 
budged they really need, and agencies end up 
having problems with payments.

On the right you can see the problem statement 
we created for our project after the research. 

This problem statement have been used as our 
compass in this project to go always to the correct 
direction and not focus in other things out this 
problem.



Marius / Startup Founder
“I simply don’t have a big budget to start my product idea,
but I really want to hire the best at the best price”

General Information
Age:
Location:
Education:
Job:
Family:

34
Stavanger, Norway
Bachelor Degree
Startup founder
Single

Goals Frustrations

Validate his product idea 
To understand the direction he 
should take to start
To create a good product

- Large experience
- Best price
- Good recommendations

Not fully sure of the problem he is trying to 
solve
Doesn’t has all the money he would like to 
spend for the project
Doesn’t understand the process must 
follow

Introvert Extrovert

Intuition Sensing

Feeling Thinking

Perceiving Judging

Biography

Marius is a Norwegian with a strong entrepreneurial attitude. Before he decided 
to start his adventure creating an Startup he worked as a Marketing Manager in 
an international brand.  
As a founder of the startup, he feels he has a very good product idea, but he 
doesn’t know where to start. That’s why he contracted a Design Studio in 
Stavanger. 

Criteria to choose design 
studios:

Personality
De!ne
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8.1.
Primary Persona

During the research we also did a demographic 
survey to all the participants to get some data to 
know more about the end user.

This data helped to create our personas: primary 
persona (Marius) and secondary persona (Henri-
ette).

These personas are important to always have  in 
mind when we are creating a product to focus in 
the right questions and keep the project user-cen-
tered.

https://forms.gle/2Z232Sg91KmrbDpR8
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Henriette / UX/UI Designer Leader
“When startups come to our agency, the length of the 
scope is not what they always think”

General Information
Age:
Location:
Education:
Job:
Family:

37
Stavanger, Norway
Bachelor Degree
UI/UX Designer
Living with partner

Goals Frustrations

Create good user-centered designs
Provide good results  to the clients
Meet the needs of the clients
Meet the needs of the agency

- Jira
- Basecamp

End-up working hours for free when the 
scope take longer than expected
Get really tight budgets to work with.

Introvert Extrovert

Intuition Sensing

Feeling Thinking

Perceiving Judging

Biography

Henriette is a experienced UX/UI designer in a Design Studio in Stavanger. She 
had worked many years  with startups during her career. At the begging her 
agency usually did !x prices for startups, but the end up having a bad 
experience with the scope and payments.
She would love to help them to solve their problems and to create a good 
product, but she needs to get full-paid projects to be able to maintain the 
agency.

Management Software tools
used by the agency:

Personality

8.2.
Secondary Persona
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9
Scenario 

When we had our personas de!ned we created 
two di#erent scenarios that our users could be in.

These two scenarios have been taken from the 
research data that we got during the interviews 
with the startups. 

Creating scenarios are important to be focused 
about what our real problems of our users. These 
scenarios was really important to develop focused 
ideation workshops. 

1. Thomas has a very good business idea that wants to start. He has 
been saving for the last two years to invest in this idea but he 
doesn’t know where to start. That’s why he decides to make his !rst 
research in Google: Where to start if I want to start an Startup. There 
was a lot of information and something is coming up several times: 
“UX design”, what is that?

2. He reads about UX and user experience and he decides to learn to 
do UX research himself to try to save as much money he can. He 
spend a few months before contact an agency to do user research 
and come with a potential idea.

3. Thomas had the !rst meeting with the agency. He is super happy! 
He is excited to show his !ndings, and to see what are the next steps 
he needs to follow. But he felt a little frustrated  when he realized he 
follow some bias without actually con!rming with real users. That 
lead him to re-do a user research that he didn’t expect.

4. After a few months the agency presented the prototype to him. 
“It’s perfect! Now I am starting to feel that this is actually going to 
happen”! He is really happy with the results and the suggestions of 
the agency. But he felt a little frustrated when he knew the total 
price because he didn’t expect to spend that much for the research. 
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10.1
Pre-ideation

Now that we had the problem statement, the 
personas and the scenarios de!ned, we were 
ready for a ideation workshop. 

Before starting the ideation brainstorming we did 
a POV session with all the requirements we 
thought the user needed to improve their 
experience. With this points we created the HMW 
questions we might focus in our ideation 
brainstorming.

 If you want to see the complete HMW and POV 
you can check the Miro table here. 

How Might We (HMW) 

Point of View (POV) 

https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss7Y=/
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10.2
Ideation Session 

With the  HMW, the problem statement and our 
personas we started with the ideation session:

1- First we set up the timing in 10 min and we 
created as many ideas we could. We didn’t mind if 
these where impossible to create or kind of dumb. 
We tried not to judge any of the ideas that we 
wrote down on paper at this stage.

2- We exposed our ideas and we voted the ones 
that they solved the PS better and it was possible 
to create. We end up with 3 ideas that was kind of 
the same idea but with di#erent features.

3- In the second round we took this ideas and we 
explored again with a brainstorming. We set up a 
timing 10 min and we started to draw / write how 
we imagine this idea in our minds and how it will 
work.

4- At this point we shared our sketches and our 
ideas about how the product could work. Later we 
voted and discussed which idea could better solve 
the problem statement and what product we 
thought Marius will use the most. 
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10.3
The idea

On the right you have a graphic explanation about 
the product idea that we created during the 
ideation.

With this idea de!ned we could start to create the 
IA and the user $ow to de!ne how the product 
would work.

We chose to develop a product where users could 
compare prices and estimate their scope. We 
thought that was a good idea, it would be easy to 
develop and that it didn’t already exist in the 
market, but most importantly it would de!nitely 
help startups in the start phase of their collabora-
tion with design agencies. It would also help the 
agencies by clarifying clients expectations related 
to compensation.



Home Page

Pricing
How it works?

Why “...”? Recourses

Startups UX Research
My Agreements

My saved plans

Configuration

My Profile

UX/UI vs.Graphic Design

Where to start?

1. Answer questions

2. Compare prices

3. Choose your agency

Get your project scope

Compare prices 

Agencies

Get a sure scope

Get new clients 

Get projects with budget

Your Side

Sign in

Log in

Compare prices

11.
Information Architecture

Now that the product is de!ned we need to know 
what the content will be.  To create this IA we 
focused on our users needs de!ned in the 
problem statement.
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12.
Algorithm questions

Our product will need an algorithm with some 
questions regarding the scope. To do so we 
created a IA of the answer/questions that the users 
will need to answer. 

This algorithm will require a deeper investigation 
focused on how the calculate the scope and the 
prices to complete this map.
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13.1
User Flow

Before we start to create the !rst low-!delity 
prototypes, we need to know how the user will 
interact with our product.  That is really important 
in order to ensure a good experience before we 
build the product.

Here you can read the user $ow we created for the 
product from the user !nds the website until he 
books an appointment.
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Data
Requirements

Functional
Requirements

Technical
Requirements

Experience 
Requirements

Data from the User
- Email or Google Account
- Password
- Card Information
- Location
- Startup/Company name
- Product/Company !eld

Data and features needed:
1. For the algorithm for the estimate scope will be needed:
- Pay-rate of junior and seniority designers of the di#erent 
agencies in Stavanger
- List of design agencies of Stavanger with the services (Graphic 
Design and UI/UX Design)
- Estimate timing for each service (min-max time) by each agency

2. For the direct agency contact we will need:
- Email and Phone of the agency
- Agencies available days - calendar 

3. For the rates/agency information:
-Rates in 5 starts
- Comments
- General information of each agency: location, foundation, 
services, num of employees, agency !eld

Functional 
- The system shall discard services  using the algorithm based in 
the users answers.
- The system shall predict the services the startup shall follow 
using the algorithm based by the database.
- The system shall predict timing (min-max) of the project based 
on the data base.
- The system shall predict a price based with the hour rate of junior 
/ seniority of each agency based in the data base.
- The system shall provide the result of the complete algorithm 
sorted by agency and price.
- The system shall provide a calendar where the user can set up a 
meeting with the agency
- The system shall provide the design studio agencies the meeting 
date, the location, the scope result and the estimate price, the 
general information of the startup and  the contact.
- The system shall provide the startup a contract where they can 
see the full agreement. 

- User might take a look about their results but not make the decision at the moment, it should be an option where the 
user can “save” their scope and budget plan an accept the agreement later .
- User might have clari!cations of the speci!c design vocabulary to mitigate misunderstandings during the algorithm 
process that can lead to an incorrect scope.
- User might have the option to go back and edit the answers during the questions process
- User might have tips about how the UX/UI process is before the questioner (educate the user)

Software Functions

Server Software Including: database server, !le server and could 
computing software.

Database to store information about hour rates for designers in 
Stavanger (Junior/Senior) and estimate timing for each service of 
all design companies in Stavanger.

To provide secure connection SLL and TLS.

 To provide secure payment (VIPPS, Card, PayPal)

 To create an algorithm between services, price and timing of each 
agency following the answers of the users.

Technical abilities / Skills

Back-end developer

Back-end developer

Back-end developer

Back-end developer

Back-end developer

Non-Functional
- The system have to log in the costumer within 5 seconds
- The system have to calculate the algorithm of each question in 
within 1 second.
- The system have to analyses the data and give the result to the 
user in within 2 sec.
- The personal data must be transfered thought secure protocols.
- The card information must be transfered through secure 
protocols. 
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13.2
General Requirements

Now that we have an idea de!ned, it’s also 
important to de!ne the technical requeriments. To 
have a complete understanding about what is 
needed to develop the product we completed the 
following grid:



14.
Low-Fidelity Wireframes

The low-!delity wireframes have been designed 
with sketch, a tool that can convert the wireframes 
in to a prototype.

The  wireframes have been designed in two parts:
1)  PMV 1 wireframes to de!ne what the minimum 
features that the product must have to make a 
easy development are.
2) The complete version with all the features.

The wireframes illustrated here are the versions 
with all the features.
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1:Gothelf, J. and Seiden, J., 2014. Lean UX. Applying Lean Principles To Improve User Experience. Logroño: O'Reilly Media (pag. 42)



10 Heuristic Design principles 1

1. Keep users informed of system status with constant feedback.
2. Set information in a logical, natural order.
3. Ensure users can easily undo/redo actions.
4. Maintain consistent standards so users know what to do next without having to learn new tool sets.
5. Prevent errors if possible; wherever you can’t do this, warn users before they commit to actions.
6. Don’t make users remember information – keep options, etc. visible.
7. Make systems $exible so novices and experts can choose to do more or less on them.
8. Design with aesthetics and minimalism in mind – don’t clutter with unnecessary items.
9. Provide plain-language error messages to pinpoint problems and likely solutions.
10. O#er easy-to-search troubleshooting resources, if needed.

1: http://www.uxness.in/2015/02/10-heuristic-principles-jakob-nielsens.html
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15.
10 Heuristics Design Principles

To do a good !rst low-!delity wireframes proposal 
I followed the 10 Design principles from Jakob 
Nielsen1. Following these principles helped me to 
ensure to focus on getting a good user experience 
in basic terms. On the bottom you can see the 10 
Design Principles I followed for these prototypes 
and where they have been applied in the interface 
design.



16.
Low-Fidelity Prototype

With the low-!delity designs we created a 
low-!delity prototype to use in our !rst Usability 
Testing.

You can check the prototype here.
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https://gloriaorrisancha312027.invisionapp.com/overview/Last-Project-ckjrg170l00ob013fh8yb6t2o/screens



17.1
Usability Testing I

To ensure that our prototype was useful and 
intuitive for our users we performed a Usability 
Testing with the low-!delity wireframes.

This Usability Testing helped us to know what was 
working, what didn’t work and what was the 
feelings about this product for our users.

On the right you can see the goals we set up for 
the usability testing and the tasks we planned to 
make the users perform.

The UT was done to 3 participants that previously 
participated in the User Research and !t our user 
persona. 

On the Usability Testing I.pdf  you can have a look  
at the complete Usability Testing process: script, 
goals, metrics, screener and results.

On the next page we will explain the !ndings of 
our UT and the changes we did in the wireframes 
design.
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TasksSpeci!c questions (goals)

How long takes to a user to do all the 
questions process?

How long takes to a user to find out how to 
start a project?

Can people book a agency project without 
errors?

Do people know how to access to the 
review/opinions part?

Create a new project

Create an account

Find the opinions of the agencies

Book an agency

Finish the purchase 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/izapj5n9b6zmq82/Usability%20Testing%20I.pdf?dl=0



1. Some participants didn’t understand what 
to answer in “Field” and they were a little 
concerned about giving information about 
their annual earnings. To be more clear in this 
step we tried to be more speci!c in the 
questions we asked.

2. Some users felt a little confused when the 
system gave them a scope but they didn’t 
know what the suggestions was about. To 
make the users feel more in control and be 
clear about the scope we added a bottom 
where the user can  see additional informa-
tion regarding the scope.

3. Some users felt a little confused with the 
price/time information. To make it more clear 
we added the timing next to the price. 

4. All users felt a little cheated and I didn't 
understand why they needed to pay for 
something they could do themselves 
(contact the agency). That’s why we decided 
to remove this step. Maybe the company 
could get bene!t having an agreement with 
the agencies and using Adds.

17.2
Results
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18.1
Moldboard

After the UT1 we could prove that the product was 
easy to use for our users so we could start to build 
the Hight Fidelity wireframes.

To do so !rst we created a Moodboard with a 
Pinterest !nding the best image for our product.
Thinking about psycology of color the colors are 
related with feelings indirectly (E. Heller, 2017) . 
That’s why we chose blue tones (related with 
loyalty, trust, competence) as main color for the 
brand with pink (related sophistication, sincerity). 

With this Moodboard we created the Design 
System (Atoms and Molecules) that will build our 
website (next page)

1:Heller, E. and Chamorro Mielke, J. (2017). Psicologia del color Barcelona: Gustavo Gili.
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This design system have been done following the 
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) for 
an accessibility for all type of users. Following this 
guide we ensure that our website can be used by 
users with any kind of disability (visual, motor , 
cognitive,...)

18.2
Design system (Atoms and Molecules)
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https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/



18.3
Illustration System

Illustrations for a website design are important to 
make a site stand out and to show the character of 
the brand and also to increase dwell time (Kaul, E. 
2017). That’s why we de!ned an illustration system 
also .

This illustration 3 system is simple, we think that it 
could be interesting to follow-up the process with 
a “mascot”, in this case we took an image similar to 
our persona.

This mascot also functions like a story teller about 
the navigation in the website, where he acts in 
consequence of the next step.

This illustration can help the website in very 
di#erent ways:

- To maintain the website theme
- To engage potential customers
- Better user experience 
- To focus in on the website/step messaging

2: Kaul, E. (4 de julio de 2017). 101 - Uso de imágenes para mejorar UX. Medio. https://medium.com/@syskaul/101-using-images-to-enhance-ux-ead46239c318

3: This illustrations have been taken from free vector bank www.freepik.com. This illustrations can be used without business purposes, if this vectors will be used for the !nal product, it must be !x an agreement to use this pictures.
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19.1
High-Fidelity Wireframes

When the system was establish we used the 
molecules and the atoms to create the website.
Take a look at this page to see the $ow that the 
user follows when using our website.
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19.2
Responsive

As we know from the research, our user will 
probably use our website from desktop and 
mobile devices. Therefore it was important to have 
this in mind while the wireframes was designed.

The high-!delity wireframes have been adapted 
for both type of screens: mobile and desktop.

Here we attach some of the screens to show how 
the content must adapt in the screens. De!ne
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20.
High-Fidelity Prototype

With all the screens ready we created a prototype 
with InVision. To create this interactive prototype 
we followed principles of interaction design to 
ensure a great user experience.

You can check the prototype here.
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https://www.mantralabsglobal.com/blog/10-basic-principles-of-interaction-design/

https://gloriaorrisancha312027.invisionapp.com/prototype/ckjk75g1y00em270131rwv2ej/play



21.1
Usability Testing II

When the high-!delity prototypes were done we 
did a second round of Usability Testing. The goals 
of the UT was the same as the !rst UT, but this time 
we wanted to see if there were any details that 
could be improved.

The UT was done to 2 participants that previously 
participated in the User Research and !t our user 
persona. 

On the Usability Testing II.pdf  you can have a look  
at the complete Usability Testing process: script, 
goals, metrics, screener and results.

On the next page we will explain the !ndings of 
our UT and the changes we did in the high-!delity 
wireframes design.
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TasksSpeci!c questions (goals)

How long takes to a user to do all the 
questions process?

How long takes to a user to find out how to 
start a project?

Can people book a agency project without 
errors?

Do people know how to access to the 
review/opinions part?

Create a new project

Create an account

Find the opinions of the agencies

Book an agency

Finish the purchase 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7q0sh4x4fp0hevb/Usability%20Testing%20II.pdf?dl=0



1 Some participants didn’t see the content 
inside the information carts. We decided to 
re-design the content in a better visual way 
(levels of knowledge, price) to make the user 
understand more the content without 
reading.

2. Some users felt confused about the “Book” 
bottom because they didn’t understand what  
they were booking (the scope or an appoint-
ment). Therefore we added some more 
information to avoid any doubt.

3. Some participants missed more informa-
tion about the agencies. We asked what they 
expected to !nd in this website and there 
was some match with the answers: team 
information, projects and people that they 
work with. We added all this information in 
the opinions page. 

4. Some participants felt frustrated because  
they couldn’t remove scope result points. To 
give the user the freedom to decide and give 
them more control we added a bottoms to 
be able to remove scope before continuing. 

4. Some participants felt that they were 
missing to give more information about the 
idea/product. Also, after this testing, we 
thought it was good for the design compa-
nies to get more information about the 
product. We added this step in the scope 
questionnaire.

5. Some participants felt confused in the !rst 
check out process because they didn’t know 
what they were booking. To remove this pain 
point we added a text on the top informing 
the user what they were booking and what 
was happening in this screen.

22.2
Results
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Time required

Estimate costs

22
Next steps: Implementation Plan

For the next steps it will be necessary to create an 
Implementation Plan. To do so we suggested to 
Ymir to perform a Story Implementation Map with 
the stakeholders (including Front-ends and 
Back-ends that will involved in this project).

In this Story Map session we could decide what  
the urgent technicals needs to start the product 
are and what the timing and the initial costs will 
be . This session will be running with Ymir after this 
paper is delivered.

Therefore, based on the General Requirements 
(13.2) we showed earlier in the Ideation phase I 
created a basic Implementation Plan that will need 
to be completed and optimized after the session 
with Ymir.

Sprint 1 (2 weeks)
- Commercial Agreements
- Necessary data for the back-end 
(price by  hour rate of the Stavanger 
design agencies  and estimate timing)
- Set up data Flow

Sprint 2 ( 6-8 weeks)
- Develop Back-end
-  Front-end prototype
- Develop (V.1)

Sprint 3 (2-4 weeks)
- Usability Testing prototype
- Actions improvement of the 
prototype
- Develop (V.2)
- Demo

Sprint 4 (2 weeks) 
- User Acceptance test

Hour rate (approx.)

Week per person

Total

500 NOK

18.750 NOK

600.000 NOK

Skills

1 Commercial / Product owner 
Responsible of arranging the commercial contracts 
with the agencies in Stavanger and the website 
adds. Also he will need to keep contact with 
agencies and get the necessary data (estimate hour 
rate/timing) for the back-end development.

1 Fron-end developer
Responsible of the front-end development.

1 Back-end developer
Responsible for the back-end development. Will 
need to create the algorithm of the questions scope.

1 UX /UI designer / Scrum Master 
Expert with User Experience and Interaction Design. 
Help for the development team to ensure that the 
product is following the Design Principles and the 
Accessibility guidelines (WGAG)
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01 User Research
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qg3klu7no34pyh1/AAANpSERwqBEr0wmct1zthCoa?dl=0

        Interviews
Design Studios
Startups

        Scripts
Round 1
Round 2

         A"nity Map Studios
Pictures in detail of A"nity Map Board

         2020-Competitor Analysis

02 Usability Testing
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qg3klu7no34pyh1/AAANpSERwqBEr0wmct1zthCoa?dl=0

         1 Usability Testing Plan and Results
Usability Testing I.pdf
Usability Testing II.pdf
UT results.numbers

       2 Usability Testing mp4
UT1 - LW- (mp4) 
Usability testing videos of the Low-Fidelity Wireframes
UT2 - HF - (mp4)
Usability testing videos of the High Fidelity Wireframes

03 Miro Board: Ymir 2020
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss7Y=/

Assumption charts
Ideation Process Boards
User Flow
Algorithm Scope

04 Miro Board: Experience Map sessions
https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_kh4Ss3k=/

Individual experience maps
Global experience map

Prototypes links

Low Fidelity Wireframes
https://gloriaorrisancha312027.invision-
app.com/over-
view/Last-Project-ckjrg170l00ob013fh8yb6t2o/scree
ns

High Fidelity Wireframes
https://gloriaorrisancha312027.invision-
app.com/prototype/ck-
jk75g1y00em270131rwv2ej/play

Appendix
User Research, Usability Testing and Miro Boards


